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Hide My MAC Address is a network utility designed for those who have a problem with their MAC
addresses but find it hard to change them without help. The idea behind this application is to keep

your current MAC address safe and to assign a different one. The program is easy to use and doesn't
require any installation. The software includes a simple but powerful GUI that will allow you to

quickly choose the adapter to spoof, the MAC address to change it to and a considerable number of
information. The program, once running, displays the current adapter information in a window on top
of the process. While you can edit the current MAC address, we suggest you to save it for later use.

There is a switch to reset the default MAC address. Besides these settings, you will be able to change
the adapter's name and keep track of your changes with the "Watches" and "Hidden" buttons. Hide

My MAC Address Helpers: While you can also enter the adapter MAC address manually, Hide My MAC
Address can assign a random address, or restore the default one. On Windows 7 workstations, Hide

My MAC Address only works with the administrator right. Hide My MAC Address has a few more
settings, although they can be easily found by going in the settings tab. Hide My MAC Address

enables new MAC addresses to be saved and optionally loaded at a later time. Hide My MAC Address
Settings: Adapters: You can choose your current adapter name by checking the "Hidden" box. MAC
Addresses: This option allows you to change the adapter's MAC address to something else. Default:

This option allows you to reset the default MAC address. Switches: This part of the program holds the
MAC address information for the adapter's. Auto: It allows you to automatically change the MAC

address according to the adapter names. Hide My MAC Address is an easy to use program that will
allow you to easily change the MAC address of one or more network adapters. It is simply a program
that makes it easier than ever before to change the MAC address of a network adapter. Hide My MAC
Address includes a single window that will display the information needed in order to complete the

task. The bottom of the window is used to assign a new MAC address. Using this program you will be
able to set and save the MAC address, as well as change the name of the network adapter if you

chose to do so. Once installed, the utility will be a real add-in to

Hide My MAC Address Crack Download For Windows [Latest] 2022

Change the MAC address of your network adapter. Use random MAC addresses or restore the default
one. Specify a custom MAC address or let the program create a random one. Hide My MAC Address

Activation Code. Hide My MAC Address Download Hide My MAC Address Free Download Hide My MAC
Address for Mac Download Hide My MAC Address for Windows Download Hide My MAC Address is a
program by iPrimus Software that was originally released in 2004. The program offers two different
programs and sets that you can download from this page, a standalone Windows version and a Mac
version of the program. The standalone version of Hide My MAC Address is about half the size of the
Mac version and can be downloaded for free. The Mac version is almost three times the size of the

standalone Windows version and offers only half the features. Hide My MAC Address for Mac
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Download Hide My MAC Address for Windows Download The Hide My MAC Address software works
with all currently existing network cards for Windows, such as USB cards and network adapters that
use the Realtek chipset. It also works with notebooks to spoof the MAC address. Version 2.6 of the

Hide My MAC Address for Mac version adds the ability to spoof network cards for use on VoIP
networks or with other manufacturers. With a full suite of features, a very well-designed GUI and a

large number of settings, Hide My MAC Address is certainly a little bundle to recommend. Conclusion
In brief, Hide My MAC Address is an easy to use application that can be used to change the MAC

address of a network adapter. The program is more like a mix of helpful information and powerful
tools, with all items grouped in just a single window for a very straightforward process. Hide My MAC

Address aims at providing a straightforward tool for spoofing the MAC address, without any of the
drawbacks that come along with that process. The program will meet your needs and offer all the

features you will need. Hide My MAC Address Free Download Hide My MAC Address is a program by
iPrimus Software that was originally released in 2004. The program offers two different programs

and sets that you can download from this page, a standalone Windows version and a Mac version of
the program. Hide My MAC Address is about half the size of the Mac version and can be downloaded
for free. Hide My MAC Address for Mac Download Hide My MAC Address for Windows Download The
Hide My MAC Address software works with all currently existing network cards for Windows, such as

USB cards and network adapters that use b7e8fdf5c8
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Hide My MAC Address is an easy to use application that can be used to change the MAC address of a
network adapter. The program is more like a mix of helpful information and powerful tools, with all
items grouped in just a single window for a very straightforward process. The GUI thus shows
adapter information, such as the current MAC address, connection, adapter name, IP address and
device ID, while the bottom of the window is being used for MAC changing purposes. While you can
also input your very own MAC address manually, Hide My MAC Address can assign a random address
or restore the default one. What's more, you can always save new MAC addresses and load them at
a later time with just a few clicks. There are no other settings to play with and this can only be good
news because Hide My MAC Address perfectly serves its purpose. It runs flawlessly on all Windows
versions, but administrator privileges are needed on Windows 7 workstations. One of the drawbacks
however may be experienced by users with more than a network adapter. Hide My MAC Address
doesn't seem to let you change the default network adapter, so in case you use different network
interfaces for various connections, it becomes almost useless. Overall, Hide My MAC Address is yet
another program capable of spoofing the MAC address. It does its job effortlessly without gobbling up
storage space and with minimum hardware resources.Hide My MAC Address ScreenshotsHide My
MAC Address - User's Review: Hide My MAC Address is an easy to use application that can be used to
change the MAC address of a network adapter. The program is more like a mix of helpful information
and powerful tools, with all items grouped in just a single window for a very straightforward process.
The GUI thus shows adapter information, such as the current MAC address, connection, adapter
name, IP address and device ID, while the bottom of the window is being used for MAC changing
purposes. While you can also input your very own MAC address manually, Hide My MAC Address can
assign a random address or restore the default one. What's more, you can always save new MAC
addresses and load them at a later time with just a few clicks. There are no other settings to play
with and this can only be good news because Hide My MAC Address perfectly serves its purpose. It
runs flawlessly on all Windows versions, but administrator privileges are needed on Windows 7
workstations. One of the drawbacks however may be experienced by users with more than a network
adapter. Hide My MAC

What's New In?

Hide My MAC Address is a freeware application that allows you to change the MAC address of a
network adapter. While MAC address spoofing is still not 100% reliable, this software is actually the
most reliable one I have come across so far. The application is very easy to use and works flawlessly
with both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows OS versions. Hide My MAC Address can be useful to all users,
but it mainly targets casual users. It's not a piece of hardware that can be used by network
administrators and site support people. Hide My MAC Address is able to work with all types of
network adapters, whether they are onboard, USB, built-in or card based. Hide My MAC Address was
coded in Delphi 4, C++ and uses WinAPI to have the task done. The application is available in the
following languages: English, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, Swedish, French, Italian, German, Czech,
Danish, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian, Russian, Slovenian, Polish, Romanian, Turkish, Ukrainian, Arabic,
Chinese (Mandarin), Japanese, Korean, Hebrew, Norwegian, Vietnamese. Hide My MAC Address runs
flawlessly on all Windows versions, but administrator privileges are needed on Windows 7
workstations. Hide My MAC Address screenshot: Hide My MAC Address Review at PCWorld.com Hide
My MAC Address Review at CNET Download.com How to Change the MAC Address of a Network
Adapter, including USB and 10/100 Ethernet ports How to change your MAC address on a USB or
network card. Note: This video is referring to ethernet and wireless adapters not USB adapters.
published: 05 Feb 2017 MAC Address Spoofing Tutorial I show how to spoof MAC address with this
tutorial. Here are the steps that i took to spoof my MAC address spoofing a mac address how to
spoof a mac address how to change mac address how to find your ethernet MAC address how to
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change mac address on macbook pro how to spoof MAC address macbook air to spoof wifi how to fix
MAC address on iPhone macbook air to recover wifi password how to change mac address change
mac address how to get mac address of network adapter how to get mac address on macbook pro
change ethernet MAC address change mac address on macbook pro Best free software to change
MAC address (MAC address spoofing) Best free software
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System Requirements For Hide My MAC Address:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon
64 X2 or higher Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card (not included) The following highlights the main features of the game. For the
full game features and upgrade options, see the strategy guide in the Downloads
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